Unstuck Minds: Consult
How to discover
your client’s unexpressed needs
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Unstuck Minds: Consult
Who’s it for?
• Advising professionals
• Solution-Sales teams
• HR business partners
• Organizational development consultants
• Functional experts who support leaders
What question inspired our solution?
How might we help the people who can bring better solutions become trusted advisors to
the decision makers who are tempted to settle for a quick fix?
What assumptions guided our design?
Taking a client’s request at face value often results in spending time and money solving
the wrong problem. When consultants learn to ask better questions, they help their clients
reduce the risk of missing something important.
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Benefits to the Organization
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•

Leaders become more attentive to indicators of trends and disruptions

•

People create novel options for solving persistent dilemmas

•

Higher quality decision making processes reduce the risk of missing
something important

•

Diverse perspectives get included in decisions and actions so that people
feel committed

•

Innovations get adopted more quickly because decisions reflect a focus on
who is being served and their unexpressed needs

•

The organization experiences a reduction in rework that results from solving
the wrong problem
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Questions are the New Answers

“A great deal of progress happens when questions are reframed in
ways that prove catalytic. They dissolve barriers to thinking, like
limiting prior assumptions, and they channel creative energy down
more productive pathways.
People who have been feeling stuck suddenly see new possibilities
and are motivated to pursue them.”
- Hal Gregersen, Executive Director, MIT Leadership Center
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Characteristics of Quicksand Questions
1. Built-In Solution
How do we improve communication between line leaders and their support functions?

2. Get Them to Change
How do we get our clients to subscribe to our blog posts?

3. False Dichotomy
Should we promote from within or hire someone from the outside?

4. Too Broad – Too Narrow
How do we increase trust at work? Or How do we increase trust scores on our engagement survey?
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The Unstuck Minds Compass

An orientation tool for
navigating complexity
Insights

Unstuck
Minds
Compass

+
Options
=
A Way Forward

The Unstuck Minds Method for Scoping the Challenge
1) What’s Changing?

2) What’s holding things in place?

3) Who needs what?

4) How might we redefine our challenge?
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Redefining the Challenge - Examples
Client Context

Quicksand Question

Unstuck Minds Question

A software development manager for
a global technology company

How do we stop firefighting and stick
to a plan?

How might we better predict customer
needs and priorities?

A leader in an insurance company
tasked with increasing the sales of
bundled insurance products

How do we get our agents to crosssell our insurance products?

How might we help our agents
become their neighborhood’s trusted
expert on the costs of loss, damage
and injury?

An HR director of a state-wide utility
company

How do we get our managers to
conduct regular coaching
conversations?

How do we help our employees
realize their potential?

A state-wide committee of health care How do we get health plans to pay for How might we make it easier for
professionals advising the Governor acupuncture and massage?
people suffering from chronic pain to
on how to combat the opioid crisis
explore and access alternative
therapies?
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Before

During

Unstuck Minds Profile for: N.C. Participant
Based on your responses to the Unstuck Minds assessment, this report describes your
tendencies when facing a daunting challenge or an uncertain future at work. Please keep in
mind that the report focuses on the type of information you’re drawn to when a situation is
changing and there is no obvious path forward. The report is not a personality assessment and
should not be used to draw conclusions about your behavior in general.

A Word about Mid-Range Scores
For scores falling in the mid-range, read the descriptions for both the “High” and “Low”
orientations. You will likely feel that one of the descriptions fits you better. Moderate scores
often mean that someone’s preference or tendency is specific to the situation. A person with a
moderate score can flex their style depending on who they work with and the nature of the
challenge.
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After

Participants Walk Away With…
• An assessment of their preferred approach to dealing with complexity
and uncertainty.
• The ability to recognize when a client’s approach to finding solutions is
doing more harm than good.
• A scoping strategy for an upcoming dialogue with a client.
• A toolkit and process for asking better questions when planning and
conducting a scoping dialogue.
• Skills practice with feedback: How to conduct one-on-one scoping
conversations using the Unstuck Minds method (full-day only).
• Skills practice with feedback: How to facilitate an Unstuck Minds:
Breakthrough session (full-day only).
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Two Options

Half Day Work-Out

Full Day Workshop

• 12 – 30 participants
• Intact team or open enrollment
• Reframe a current client’s challenge
and develop an action plan
• Learn how to apply the Unstuck Minds
Method to future scoping
conversations

• 12 – 30 participants
• Intact team or open enrollment
• Reframe a current client’s challenge and
develop an action plan
• Skills practice on coaching and facilitating
needs assessment sessions with clients
• Learn how to facilitate an Unstuck Minds:
Breakthrough session
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Agendas
Full Day Workshop
Half Day Work-Out
• Overview – Why questions are the new
answers

• Overview – Why questions are the new
answers
• Unstuck Minds Profile debrief
• Team formation and challenge selections

• Unstuck Minds Profile debrief

• Card sort rounds

• Team formation and challenge selections

• Partnering with your client (techniques
and practice with feedback)

• Card sort rounds
• Coaching partners: How to use the
Unstuck Minds Method for a current
client’s challenge
• Close

• Facilitating an Unstuck Minds:
Breakthrough session (techniques and
practice with feedback)
• Coaching partners: How to use the
Unstuck Minds Method for a current
client’s challenge
• Close
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Current and Former Clients
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